
Tim’s Dunn’s Memorial Challenge - Honouring values of personal fitness and shared responsibility
(Teams)
 or Age 
categories 

Rookies Comrades Vets
Combined age of Tori and Uki 
20 or under

Combined age of 21 or over but 
under 60

Combined age of Tori and Uki  
60 or over

Throws are completed on one side of mat, with fitness exercise on opposite side-mostly

START

BOTH START STANDING OFF THE MAT, with Shoes on and belts off (belts placed the on mat).

Clock starts on- Hajime both pick up and tie belts, remove shoes, (If necessary help each other with 
shoes and belts) 
Step onto mat and rei, run across mat, (uki faces into the mat area) rei to each other then commence. 
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Throws  5x
Ogoshi or Tai-otoshi 

(Both uki’s feet must 
leave the ground)

One partner does front break-fall remaining in front-press-up position, resting on forearms.

Tori picks up uki’s feet (along shin bone) and wheel barrow race across mat, (tori guides uki does 
not push and must be aware of how uki is progressing)

 Both do 5 press ups or 5 sit ups with toes or fingers touching  edge of mat, 

Both combat crawl back across mat (can be front or back combat crawl)
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 Throws 5x 
Ippon or Morote 
-Seoi-Nage 

(Both uki’s feet must 
leave the ground)

Tori picks up uki and carries Piggyback across the mat.

Tori and uki stand back to back with arms linked.  Sit down and stand up 5 X. (bums must 
touch mat)

Tori picks up uki and carries Piggy back across the mat.(tori stands facing INTO the mat)
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Throws 5x
Osotogari 

(Both  tori  and uki’s 
R legs must leave 
ground)

Having thrown Tori stays, at side of mat.
 Uki having done back break-fall turns and does rolling break fall to opposite edge of mat

Both do 5 star jumps. Hands must touch mat and feet must leave the ground.

FINISH Come to meet in the middle of the mat High five or shake hands, Return to edge of mat. Kneeling 
rei facing each other. BELTS must be tied.
The Clock stops as last of pair sits up straight, and both raise one hand.
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Event Officials
Event organiser – Sandra
Charity event Coordinator – Lee
Event steward- Carol
Health and Safety Officers - Pat and Loraine 
Newspaper publicity - Geoff 
Dojo Supervisor and venue booking agent – John

Rules
 This event is first and foremost a fitness challenge to raise money for the Essex Air Ambulance.
 Entry fee is a minimum charity donation of £5.00 per pair.
 All participants will receive a Participators Medal, with a Golden Award for the pairs who are category winners.
 The Challenge will be run in heats to give a final in each category of 2 or3 finalists. 
 Finals for all categories will be run the full length of the mat.
 Tori and uki act as a pair, if one wants to throw all time that is ok - or they can swap during the challenge.
 Throws and fitness exercises must be executed cleanly, although there will be some latitude for younger judoka and yellow belts.
 Belts must be worn at all times; if it comes undone the pair must stop till it has been retied.
 In the event of any dispute the organisers decision is final
 Judoka who need eg inhalers should ensure these are available in the dojo
 If judoka wish to bring their own drinks these must be in a plastic bottle.

Key Exercises That Need To Be Mastered 
Practise:

 Belt tying, wheel barrow racing, press ups, sit ups, combat crawl (front or back), paired sit downs, star jumps.
 Ogoshi/tai-otoshi and seoi-nages to make sure that both uki’s feet leave the ground. 
 Osotogari – both uki and tori need to focus on making sure their RIGHT FOOT leaves the mat. 
 Uki’s need to get confidence in allowing/assisting themselves to be thrown cleanly, without jumping.
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